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In this unique collaboration, scholar JoAnn Miller and judge Donald C. Johnson, creators of three successful problem
solving courts themselves, address the compelling needs for alternatives to prisons, analyze problem solving courts in
depth, and assess the impact problem solving courts can have on convicts and their communities.

Apparatus method and system for receiving and distributing coins and notes Patent Number: Illumination
source and non-invasive tissue sampling system Patent Number: Seed preferred regulatory elements Patent
Number: Multi-output power supply device having charge pump circuit Patent Number: Video processing
apparatus Inventors: Blade slit covering on a cutting and feed roller Patent Number: Test and measurement
instrument and method of calibrating Patent Number: Delray Beach, FL Title: Adjusting music length to
expected waiting time while caller is on hold Patent Number: Method of constructing transgenic ice plant
Patent Number: Tire design method Inventors: Method of forming micro pattern of semiconductor device
Patent Number: Gas barrier film and organic device using the same Patent Number: Contour emphasizing
circuit Inventors: Techniques to manage wireless connections Patent Number: Process and device for detection
of straight-line segments in a stream ofdigital data that are representative of an image in which the
contourpoints of said image are identified Patent Number: Magneto-opto photonic crystal multiplayer
structure having enhancedFaraday rotation with visible light Patent Number: Electronic window shading
system for houses, transport vehicles and thelike Patent Number: Float collar Patent Number: Boca Raton, FL
Title: Service offering for the delivery of information to the right receivers atthe right time Patent Number:
Hospital bed and matress having a retractable foot section Patent Number: Stabilized filament drawing device
for a meltspinning apparatus Patent Number: Preparation of virally inactivated intravenously injectable
immune serumglobulin Patent Number: Los Alamos, NM Title: Guidance system by detecting tapped location
Patent Number: Systems and methods for determining an absolute position of a motor in anactive front
steering system of a vehicle Patent Number: MCH receptor antagonists Inventors: Method and system for
recognizing characters and character groups inelectronically represented text Patent Number: Sea grass slab
planter and related process Patent Number: Douglas Cincinnati, OH Title: Use of calmodulin kinase II
inhibitors to treat myocardial dysfunction instructural heart disease Patent Number: Gaming machine with
sorting feature Patent Number: Method and apparatus for representing a digital image to provide a
codedrepresentation Patent Number: Systems and methods for rendering visual effects that are a function
ofdepth Patent Number: Locking container cap and dispenser for fuel Patent Number: Method for detecting
failure location of network in the Internet Patent Number: Determination of a degradation of a gas turbine
Patent Number: Hoffman Estates, IL Title: Method and apparatus for handling on-line escape in
multiple-modemconnections Patent Number: Global wireless prepaid roaming Patent Number: Measurement
method, measurement apparatus, and method of manufacturingoptical system Patent Number: Seat air
conditioning unit for vehicle Patent Number: Rack for containers Inventors: Network operations management
method and apparatus Patent Number: Display unit for displaying an image based on a video signal received
froma personal computer which is connected to an input device Patent Number: Disk array including plural
exchangeable magnetic disk unit Patent Number: Picture coding device Inventors: Method of fabricating
piezoelectric vibrator Patent Number: Method of designing signaling networks for internet telephony Patent
Number: Method for disturbance-free operation of at least two base stations in auniversal mobile
telecommunications system Patent Number: Adhesive fastener binder and method of filing a paper Patent
Number: Method of manufacturing trapezoid-shaped plastic zipper bags Patent Number: Inductive power
transmission and distribution apparatus using a coaxialtransformer Patent Number: Method for production of
frozen desserts Patent Number: Registration apparatus, verification apparatus, registration method,verification
method and program Patent Number: Speech recognition apparatus and speech recognition method Patent
Number: Configuring cache memory from a storage controller Patent Number: Automatic image montage
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system Patent Number: West Lafayette, IN Title: Apparatus and method of building an electronic database for
resolutionsynthesis Patent Number: In-situ plasma cleaning device for cylindrical surfaces Patent Number:
Evaporator unit Patent Number: Method for the elimination of Kunitz and Bowman-Birk trypsin inhibitors
andcarboxypeptidase inhibitor from potato proteins Patent Number: Apparatus and method for inserting null
packet in digital broadcastingtransmission system Patent Number: Method for minimizing variation in etch
rate of semiconductor wafer causedby variation in mask pattern density Patent Number: Low profile and
medium protecting cartridge assembly Patent Number: Pyridopyrimidinone inhibitors of PI3K. Particle
removal apparatus Patent Number: Lithographic apparatus with enhanced spectral purity, device
manufacturingmethod and device manufactured thereby Patent Number: Fault condition protection Inventors:
Optical fiber having an elevated threshold for stimulated brillouinscattering Patent Number: Process for
preparing ethyl S ethoxy[N-[1- 2-piperidinophenyl methylbutyl]aminocarbonylmethyl]benzoate and use
thereof for the preparation of Repaglinide Patent Number: Locating and retrieving data content stored in a
compressed digital format Patent Number: Round Rock, TX Title: Time controlled network use Patent
Number: Method and device for removing dents from sheet metal parts Patent Number: Eau Claire, WI Title:
Rolling sheet material cutting device Patent Number: Apparatus for preheating batches of glass cullet Patent
Number: Access cell design and a method for enabling automatic insertion of accesscells into an integrated
circuit design Patent Number: Apparatus for implementing processor bus speculative data completion Patent
Number: Oxazole derivatives, preparation and therapeutic use thereof Patent Number: Room dampening panel
Inventors: Opioid analgesics with controlled active substance release Patent Number: Hybrid drivetrain with
waste heat energy conversion into electricity Patent Number: Data encoding pattern Patent Number: Multiple
audio file processing method and system Patent Number: Structure and method for linking within a website
Patent Number: Daycab auxiliary power conversion apparatus Patent Number: Medical appliance with
magnetic adjustment apparatus Patent Number: Superposition system comprising micro electro mechanical
systems Patent Number: Method for plasma jet welding Patent Number: Method for checking the conversion
capacity of a catalytic element forconverting ozone Patent Number: Walter Perkasie, PA Title: Linear split
axis wire bonder Patent Number: Amorphous silica in packaging film Patent Number: Phillip Philomath, OR
Title: Device control system Inventors:
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Get this from a library! Problem solving courts: a measure of justice. [JoAnn L Miller; Donald C Johnson] -- Explores a
relatively new approach to criminal justice, one that can have a powerful impact on how convicts connect with their
communities.

Harley Anderson ca: Built between and Pearl Mutchler later Mrs. Milton Hiland - teacher, Schuyler
Grandstaff. Pearl Hiland Prairie Grove one-room school stood on the southwest corner of S and W about two
miles east of Kewanna. It was across the road from the Prairie Grove Church. Lewis Starr poses by his first
new car, a Ford Roadster. Buildings in background are on Main Street, Kewanna. The church was built in and
the school was built in His aunt, Gertrude McLochlin, was the teacher. This was taken at Christmas. Here it is
in front of the McLochlin home in Kewanna on the southeast corner of Logan and Elm streets. Gertrude
McLochlin and Dorothy Smiley are posing by the door. The license is for Loyd Rouch stated that Prairie
Grove School was started by her grandfather, Matthew Hale Walters, about and he taught the first year free.
He taught at Dewey one-room school in Wayne Township, riding horseback to school. He quit teaching at
Dewey in order to start Prairie Grove. His little daughters, Emma and Mary, would have had to go to Scotland
School, and Walters considered that too far for them to walk. So he went around to the other parents and got
them to donate money to start a school. He named it Prairie Grove for the grove of trees standing on the flat
prairie. At first they held school in an existing building; later they built a school. The atlas does not show
Prairie Grove School, but the atlas does, so this indicates it was erected between and The school stood on the
southwest corner of W and S. The church at Polecat moved south a mile and a half to Prairie Grove School
and then built a church across the road from the school. Polecat School closed when they built the new Jubilee
School in Teachers up to were listed in Quarterly Teachers from then until Prairie Grove closed: Prairie
Grove School closed in the spring of , and the pupils were bussed to Kewanna that fall. The Prairie Grove
schoolhouse was sold by public auction c. He moved it a half mile south to his farm, put it up on cement
blocks eight feet off the ground and used the school for a hay loft above a sheep shed. The old school was
pushed off its cement block foundation by the big tornado April 3, , but it was repaired and continued in use.
Kenneth Hoff, who had the old Prairie Grove school-shed torn down c. Vachel Walters, Kewanna, attended
school at Prairie Grove two terms: Reed was the teacher , and Gertrude McLochlin was the teacher There was
no roof on the porch at Prairie Grove by this time. Perhaps the whole school roof had leaked and been repaired
and the porch roof was not deemed worth replacing so was removed. She worked for about two months selling
subscriptions after school. And her brother Leo helped her by selling about a hundred subscriptions. What a
happy day when she got the new car, a brand new Model A that Ford had just designed to replace the Model
T. She took her pupils for rides in the rumble seat. Vachel Walters still remembers the thrilling day when the
teacher won a new car! In a new high school and gymnasium was constructed in Kewanna. The building was
located in the eastern side of the school yard with entrance facing east. The school yard was large, level, and
covered with grass with several large trees. There was ample space for baseball games and running games. We
had no playground equipment. A driven well with a hand pump stood to the south of the entrance. The usual
two small buildings were near the south line of the school yard west of the school house. The building had
three windows on each side north and south. There was a small entry room. Along the east wall extending
from the outside wall to the entry room wall on each side of the room was a shelf about five feet from the
floor. This was for our dinner pails. Below the shelf were hooks for the coats and caps, overshoes galashes
were set on the floor. At the front of the room the entrance was known as the back of the room , the floor was
raised about six inches for a space of about eight feet: A slate blackboard was across the front wall. There was
an organ and one book case with three sections for the library books. A map rack hung above the blackboard.
A large stove stood near the middle of the room with the long stove pipe extending to the chimney on the front
wall west of the building. This pipe was held in place by wires attached to the ceiling. There was also a
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circular lamp fixture extending from the ceiling that held four kerosene lamps. This fixture could be lowered
and raised. It was seldom used during school hours but was invaluable for lighting during school functions at
night, such as box socials, spelling bees and ciphering matches. On each side of the stove were two rows of
seats nailed to the floor of varying sizes - the small ones at the front. The inner rows of seats were double
seats. There never was any mixing of the sexes in seating in the double seats. In fact one form of discipline
was to make a boy and girl share a double seat. A long recitation bench was placed just below the raised
platform between the rows of seats. Pupils came to the front and sat on this bench plus any seats on the front
desks as were needed for class recitation. The enrollment while I attended the school was about It varied a bit
from year to year. Class size was one to five or six. For many classes a combination of grades was made such
as spelling grades 4 and 5 or grades 7 and 8. It was customary every Friday to have "exercises" from the last
recess to the close of school. For exercises we chose sides with every pupil being chosen. There were
ciphering matches, spell downs, reading contests, charades, map locations and scrambled words. Everything
had an educational basis. We had little need for physical education as we know it today. For recess-time
activities we jumped the rope, had running races, jumping contests, even some marble playing. The younger
girls sometimes brought their dolls and had a modified version of playing house. Among the games we played
were baseball - also a midified form called "cross out," "Blackman" "dare base," "red light," and hide and go
seek. There was wrestling for the boys and a bit of boxing if some boy received boxing gloves for Christmas.
With the coming of snow we added the game of fox and geese. In inclement weather we often had singing,
quiet games such as "fruit basket", "tic tac toe", or blackboard games. Sometimes the girls did crocheting or
knitting. In addition to socializing at a box social, the profit earned was used to buy baseballs, mitts, bats,
jump ropes and some library books. I shall always be grateful to Mrs. John Barnett, the Kewanna librarian,
who supervised the construction of wooden boxes that would hold approximately 50 books - one for each rural
school in the township. She selected the books for each box, each one being different, and had these boxes
rotated each month among the schools. She did a wonderful job of selecting the books so as to include books
for various grade levels and a variety of content such as fiction, science, adventure, travel, historical, and
mystery. This was my doorway to the world beyond my community. In the teacher was Aileen Wittenberg. In
Albert McLochlin was the teacher. In Chloe Ewing now Mrs. Alvin Johnson was teacher. Nellie Hendrickson
Riemenschneider was the teacher I believe and maybe In Mildred Pownall Diveley was the teacher. She lives
now in Grass Creek. McLochlin adds the following. I will try to name the families that made up the Prairie
Grove district:
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Statistics of the probate courts of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as reported by the registers of said courts under
chapter of the Acts of and compiled by the Chief Judge of the Probate Courts.

A committee selected from the Publications Board chose some for their national recognition in their fields,
some for their length of meritable sei-vice, and others for personal accomplishments. James William Batten
Dr. His specific job, in his own words, was "to train the astronauts in celestial mechanics and celestial
recognition. He says he joined the college faculty "because this is a good, growing institution that offers me
many opportunities in both my fields. Browning Heading the largest of the seventeen departments, the School
of Business, Dr. Browning has been a faculty member since Under the leadership of Dr. Browning, the
School of Business has grown from a staff of two to become recognized as the largest school of its kind in
North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia. Carter Known for his promotion of school spirit among the
student body, Mr. Carter serves as Director of the Bands and as associate professor of music. Carter, a native
of Mayfield, Kentucky, received his B. An active member of the North Carolina Education Association and
Phi Mu Alpha, professional music frat- ernity, he, since coming to the college in , has developed the marching
band into a distinctive group four times its original size. In the Spring of , the East Carolina Symphonic Band
was selected, following audition, to perform at the South- eastern Division of Music Educators National
Conference Convention, thus exemplify- ing the hours of patience and diligent work so unselfishly given by
Mr. Davis for contributions to the field of mathematics. The Director of the Mathematics De- partment
received B. Davis has written several text- books including Modern College Mnthemutics and In- troductory
College Mathematics, which he co-authored with W. Charles Recognized as an author, a director, an actress,
and a professor, Dr. Charles joined the faculty in as a teacher in the English department and as Director of
Dramatic Arts. Prior to coming to East Carolina, Dr. Charles acted on the professional stage, studied in the
Theater Guild, appeared with a string quintet of the Chicago Symphony as a pianist, and acted as co-ordinator
for a Columbia Broadcasting System series. Eller A professor in the science department since , Dr. Eller is
known for his interest and participation as a radiation officer in Civil Defense. In this capacity, he has
instructed classes in radiation monitoring. The native North Carolinian attended Columbia University where
he received his doctorate. Eller, who formerly taught in public schools, is active in civic projects, the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the Mitchell Scientific Society. He has written a
"Guide to Engineering Education" and material on marine biology. Dempsey A member of the School of
Business faculty. Since coming to the college in , Dr. Dempsey has served as sponsor for the local Beta Kappa
chapter of Pi Omega Pi, of which she has been national president, organizer, and editor. The former Colorado
public school teacher is a former corresponding secretary and president of the North Carolina chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma, society for women in education. This professor of social studies is known for his active
participation in world affairs, as evidenced by his chair- manship of the World Affairs Institute held here
annually and his interest in promoting the series begun on campus this year which features visiting,
world-renowned lecturers. Strategy for the Future and Elements of Strategy which he co-authored. This
Illinois native is a former president of the local chapter of the American Association of University Professors.
Greene Born into a newspaper family. He is the author of a number of short stories and of two novels. These
works have gained him national recognition as a writer of fiction. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, Mr. Pierce
attended Duke University and, two years later. Harvard where his study with Pulitzer Prize winner, Robert
Hillyer, increased his ambitions to become a writer. Some years ago, Mr. Pierce restored a house on his farm
near Weldon, where he can be found most weekends, writing and engaging in the many interests of a land
owner. Francis Speight Francis Speight, native North Carolinian, came to the college as a resident professor of
art this year. The dis- tinguished artist has been described as "unexcelled among native North Carolina artists"
and as having "rare genius. These dormitories include the oldest, Wilson Hall, erected in for women students,
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and the newest, Aycock Dormitory, completed two years ago for men students. Each of the eleven dormitories
is under the supervision of a resident that resides in the dormitory for counseling purposes. Other College
students either commute, live off-cam- pus, or reside in fraternity or sorority houses.
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In this unique collaboration, scholar JoAnn Miller and judge Donald C. Johnson, creators of three successful problem
solving courts themselves, address the compelling needs for alternatives to prisons, analyze problem solving courts in
depth, and assess the impact problem solving courts can have on convicts and their communities."@en.

Greenville Experiences Beauty, Hardships of Winter "The ice was here, the ice was there, the ice was all
around. Nothing was left out: The ice worked its gorgeous wonders everywhere. The students with stalled
cars, no heat, no lights, and dead telephones thought the ice was beautiful too! A motorcycle left in the open
catches the full fury of the storm. The ice-covered campus presents a somewhat unique and attractive view.
Every bush and tree has its original design forced on it by the ice. Ralph Napp and Dr. Hans Indorf, the
International Studies Abroad organization was organized to expand the number of foreign exchange students
and to expand the number of American students studying or traveling abroad. Membership was not limited to
foreign language students only but to any who wished to pursue a major field of study abroad. Under this
program a nine-hour course was offered in the Political Science Department for studying political processes in
Western Europe. East Carolina University students this year came in touch more than ever before on this
campus with the international aspect of academic life. This group poses in front of a traditional Egyptian
backdrop during a travel study tour to Europe and the Mediterranean. This picture of a typical tourist attraction
in Pisa was taken during a tour of Southern Europe. These members of the International Studies Abroad
Organization discuss future possibilities of studying abroad. The fact that the wall and its constantly changing array of characters had become a part of the University was undeniable. Many people met and became
friends while taking advantage of the free "open air" atmos- phere. Many made a habit of visiting the wall
before or after classes. Far from being a Berlin Wall or the "good wall makes good neighbors wall" of Robert
Frost, this wall was one that- brought people together in common interests and goals. This student takes
advantage of the wall to observe one of the coeds on campus. The wall has also become waiting place for
students between classes. Mass confusion resulted as everyone pushed his way up to the counter and began
shout- ing his order to the frantic workers. Music from the jukebox, talk of week-end plans, laughter, and
friendly chatter filled the air for the congregation of friends around the tables and along the side counters. Yes,
this was the soda shop scene that became so familiar to the students of East Carolina. Lunchtime in the soda
shop attracts a large crowd. Parallel counters provide a place for a quiet drink and a moment of contemplation.
Numerous tables and chairs in the soda shop furnish a place for rest and conversation. The main at- traction in
the soda shop is the usually crowded bar. Many students packed their bags and left on Friday for a two-day
vacation away from dormitory life. Many who remained spent Saturday morning in bed and tried to catch up
on some much-needed sleep. A few earnest stu- dents in the library caught up on some past assignments or
pushed ahead in their stud- ies. All in all, activity was relatively limited and quiet as the rise of the sun brought
Saturday morning. Some people choose to spend the entire morning sleeping. Laundry, ac- cumulated over a
period of time, usually is taken out of the closet on Saturday morning. Workers clean up the last few remnants
of trash thrown about during the week. The sidewalks were much too narrow as students with their opened
umbrellas rushed from class to class. Occasionally an unexpected cloud spilled its contents as classes changed,
and unprepared students were forced to trod unprotected in the rain. After getting settled with wet hair and
drenched clothes, stu- dents often looked out the window only to find that the sun was now peeking through
the clouds once again. A plastic rain hat assures this girl of protection from the elements. Rain and a small
umbrella keep this couple close to- gether. Reflections in a new-born puddle are typical of Greenville all
twelve months of the year. Playing before an overflowing crowd. Ray sang a wide variety of songs including
popular hits, blues, and ballads. Presenting a series of physical acrobatics, the program was di- vided into 14
parts and accompanied by music written by two members of the team. Highighting the winter term was the
first annual Carousel Weekend. This pro- gram began with a lecture by Al Capp, famous for creation of Li"l
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Abner. James, returning to the East Carolina campus for the second straight year, per- formed in Minges
Colisium with a display of his hypnotic powers. Climaxing the week- end was a concert by the Lettermen on
Saturday afternoon and a dance that night. The Buckinghams and the Monzas provided the music. These three
Chicagoans gave a two-hour performance every night for a week with a show con- sisting of political and
sociological satire. Ray Charles performs in the first concert given in Minges Coliseum. Danish Gymnastic
team demonstrates agility on the balance beam. The Lettermen in concert during Corousel weekend.
Cartoonist Al Capp relates some of his opinions at the reception after his lecture. After being hypnotized by
Martin St. James, a student gives his impression of Elvis Presley. If true, many marriages were put to a severe
test during the flu epidemic that struck the campus. Pleas for infirmary excuses were met with the usual
cooperation, and patients were whisked speedily in to see the doctors. Green and blue pills supplemented by
tasty syrup were the order of the day. Fortified with renewed vigor, the students were then able to resume the
never-ending struggle for knowledge and learning. A table containing assorted kinds of medicine and
bandages is a familiar sight to flu victims. When attempting to kill time, students welcome magazines. A
preliminary temperature check is necessary for everyone before seeing the doctor. Since each sorority had a
quota of 13 pledges, competition was stiff. Skit parties at each house initiated the second phase of rush.
Returning by invita- tion only, the sisters and rushees were able to meet and get better acquainted. After these
parties, each rushee went to the Panhellenic Room to sign a preference sheet for the sorority she wished to
join. Each sorority went through this same procedure; and the Panhellenic Coun- cil, with the help of Dean
White, tallied the two preference sheets. Saturday the girls picked up the bids they had received and returned
to their respec- tive houses to begin the pledge period of- ficially. Rushees sign the guest hook at the Alpha Xi
Delta house. Alice and the Mad Hatter take rushees through Chi Land. Extravagant decorations highlight the
skit night phase of formal rush.
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Tuesday at the Hugh B. Mass of Christian Burial 10 a. Merritt Hughes Funeral Home Inc. Burial Office and
Requiem Mass 10 a. Tuesday from the Curtis L. Swan- son Funeral Home Inc. Friends may call 6 to 9 p.
Russin Funeral Home, Maffett St. Requiem Service at St. John the Baptist Orthodox Church, Edwardsville.
John the Baptist Cemetery, Schooley Ave. Friends may call 5 to 8 p. Tuesday from the S. Gront- kowski
Funeral Home, W. Divine Liturgy 10 a. Friends may call 4 to 7 p. Parastas at 4 p. Mass of Christian Burial 9:
The family will receive friends at the church 9 a. Carmel Church, Lake Silkworth. Friends may call at Our
Lady of Mt. Carmel Church from Arrangements are by the Karl E. Blight Funeral Home, Kingston. She was
born on the Lower East side of Manhattan, where she grew up and attended school. Mary was a daughter of
the late Maria and Cataldo Butera. The family moved to Pittston, and Mary continued her schooling through
the seventh grade, but left to help her parents in their grocery store. In , Mary married Patsy Aquilina. He died
in Aquilina was a devoted housewife, mother and grandmoth- er. She instilled the importance of education in
her four children, and later her grandchildren. She was an accomplished cook and taught her children about
good nutrition. In addition to her husband and parents, Mary was preceded in death by her daughter Pauline
Fitz- gerald and grandson Michael Jr.
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This was the season Ferrante and Teicher and the Robert Shaw Chorale gave de- lightful, campus performances. And,
this was the season of exciting basketball games, poetry and jazz sessions, ring sales, and, of course - SNOW.

N Sandane, NO Title: High speed hybrid marine vessel Patent Number: Manufacture of target for use in
magnetron sputtering of nickel and likemagnetic metals for forming metallization films having
consistentuniformity through life Patent Number: Architecture and method for output clock generation on a
high speed memorydevice Patent Number: Liquid crystal display device Patent Number: Method for
fabricating piezoelectric element Patent Number: Network interface control program and network interface
controller Patent Number: Basket trading system having an interface for user specification of goodsto be
traded as a unit Patent Number: Method and device for controlling the thickness of a rolled product Patent
Number: Semiconductor-on-insulator high-voltage device structures, methods offabricating such device
structures, and design structures forhigh-voltage circuits Patent Number: Combination shredder head and
basket and method of manufacturing same Patent Number: Filter system Patent Number: Axle measuring
device and method Patent Number: Selectively configurable electric motor Patent Number: Crisscross
cancellation protocol Inventors: Packaging of smoking articles Patent Number: Apparatus for applying viscous
materials to a lead frame Patent Number: Apparatus to measure an amount of toner consumed and method
thereof Patent Number: Method for forming flowable dielectric layer in semiconductor device Patent Number:
Phase-locked loop circuits and methods implementing pulsewidth modulationfor fine tuning control of
digitally controlled oscillators Patent Number: Two-photon absorbing optical recording material and
two-photon absorbingoptical recording and reproducing method Patent Number: Cord bush and control box
for microphone Patent Number: Image forming apparatus having an image bearing member and a
transparenttoner developer bearing member that rotates in the same direction Patent Number: Encryption
apparatus, decryption apparatus, and method Patent Number: Method to secure an electronic assembly
executing any algorithm againstattacks by error introduction Patent Number: Methods for protecting
intermediate conductive elements of semiconductordevice assemblies Patent Number: Circuitry testing
substrates Inventors: Pinned electronic package with strengthened conductive pad Patent Number: Electronic
package with optimized circuitization pattern Patent Number: New York, NY Title: Method for composition
control of a metal compound film Patent Number: Formulations comprising fenofibrate and a statin, and
related methods oftreatment Patent Number: Method and a system for multi-pixel ranging of a scene Patent
Number: Derivatives of dicarboxylic acid having pharmaceutical properties Patent Number: Two moment RC
delay metric for performance optimization Patent Number: Method for bandwidth reservation in data networks
Patent Number: Method and apparatus for determining the level of particulate material in aparticulate material
collection vessel Patent Number: Am Ende; Mary T. Money handling apparatus Patent Number: Electrical
power connector for printed circuit boards Patent Number: Zinc sulphide pigment Inventors: Multi-channel
radiometer imaging system Patent Number: Method and system for switching media streams in a client system
based onenvironmental changes Patent Number: Handler and process for testing a semiconductor chips using
the handler Patent Number: Essex Junction, VT Title: Structure and design structure having isolated back
gates for fullydepleted SOI devices Patent Number: Apparatus and method for process recovery in an
embedded processor system Patent Number: Credential communication device Inventors: Refrigerator freezer
door ice maker Patent Number: Nonvolatile semiconductor memory having suitable crystal orientation Patent
Number: Blue Grass, IA Title: High purity maltose process and products Patent Number: Article storage
device of motorcycle Patent Number: Ink-jet printer and star roller used therein Patent Number: Card-type
peripheral device Inventors: Quality control method for a planographic printing plate Patent Number:
Stackable low depth bottle case Patent Number: Device for dispensing measured quantities of a fluid from a
container and ametering container using such a device Patent Number: Communication control method and
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system Patent Number: Method enabling display unit to bi-directionally communicate with videosource Patent
Number: Semiconductor device including impurities in substrate via MOS transistorgate electrode and gate
insulation film Patent Number: Wiring harness tooling device Patent Number: Method of offering
wall-thickness thinning prediction information, andcomputer-readable recording medium storing
wall-thickness thinningprediction program, and method of planning piping work plan Patent Number: Method
and system for cardiovascular system diagnosis Patent Number: Idleyld Park, OR Title: Subsoiling grapple
rake Patent Number: Layout making equipment of semiconductor integrated circuit, method ofmaking layout
of semiconductor integrated circuit and process ofmanufacture of semiconductor device Patent Number: Infant
monitor Patent Number: Oxyallyl pendent benzazole polymeric materials Patent Number: Database
optimization apparatus and method Patent Number: Measurement of integrated circuit interconnect process
parameters Patent Number: Semiconductor integrated circuit with spiral inductors Patent Number:
Porphyrin-nucleus introduced polymers Inventors: Optical connector Patent Number: Semiconductor
integrated circuit device with a metallization structure Patent Number: Thermoplastic elastomer composition
Inventors: Fire resistant materials Patent Number: Method and device for refreshing the memory content of a
memory cell of aread-only memory Patent Number: Wavelength filtering coating for high temperature lamps
Patent Number: Rare earth metal cryptates which are not very sensitive to thefluorescence quenching Patent
Number: Antistatic layer for electrically modulated display Patent Number: Apparatus for preventing leakage
of light in zoom lens barrel Patent Number: Image processing apparatus and image processing method Patent
Number: Battery pack Patent Number: Fatty acid analogs for diagnosis of coronary artery disease Patent
Number: System and method for filtering clutter Patent Number: Crosslinked polyethylene pipe having a high
density polyethylene liner Patent Number: Therapeutic preparations for inhalation Patent Number: Method of
registering a molded lenslet array with an array of lightemitting elements Patent Number: Reno, NV , Luciano,
Jr. Carson City, NV Title: Slot table game apparatus and method of playing slot-table game Patent Number:
Method for reducing bandwidth loss in data center applications withmultiple fiber type connectivity Patent
Number: Trailer line routing Inventors: Plasma display apparatus Inventors: Trophy Club, TX Title:
Environmentally favorable reward cards Patent Number: Hot plug subsystem for processor based electrical
machine Patent Number: Synthetic chimeric fimbrin peptides Patent Number:
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Jessica Koman, komanj wfu. Sonya Peterson, peterssd wfu. Ken Bennett, bennettk wfu. Janet Williamson,
williajm wfu. David Fyten, fyten wfu. Michael Strysick, strysim wfu. The Lane Press, Inc. It is sent to alumni,
donors and friends of the University. Periodicals postage paid at Winston-Salem, NC , and additional mailing
offices. Send letters to the editor poovey wfu. You can access the Web site at http: Box , Winston-Salem, NC
Follow them on their journey to You have captured the heart and spirit and hopes and dreams and historical
roots and decades of fruits that characterize Wake Forest College and University. Having taught archaeology
at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, I was offered a position as associate professor of religion at
WFC in the summer of , and my years there were delightful. It meant, though, that I would not be moving to
Winston-Salem because I was asked to be the professor of archaeology and Ancient Near Eastern Studies in
the new seminary before going to Stetson University in Florida, where I retired after 22 years. You have done
me a great favor by publishing this issue. Your September issue is the best one of all. Thanks for calling it a
town. During my youth I could stand in our front yard, look north, and, but for a curve in the road and a
thicket, the whole town was visible. If you have a memory or brief anecdote to share, please write to Cherin C.
Box , Winston-Salem, NC, , or e-mail poovey wfu. Milner taught at schools in Texas and Virginia before
returning to Winston-Salem four years ago. He and his students started an exchange program sev- eral years
ago that has brought several stu- dents from Bosnia to the Career Center. He has gone from teaching some of
the poorest students in Texas to more affluent ones in Winston-Salem, but he said both experi- ences have
taught him the importance of communicating hope for the future to young people. The deadline for the awards
is Dec. For information, visit www. Professor of English Andrew V. Ettin, who joined the faculty in , received
the Donald O. Schoonmaker Award for Community Service. He has par- ticipated in social and religious
activities as a board member of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, as the spiritual leader of
Temple Israel in Salisbury, N. Harriger, who joined the faculty in , received the Jon Reinhardt Award for
Excellence in Teaching. The former stu- dents who nominated Harriger praised her for spending a great deal
of time advising and working with students, especially on their writing. The Waddill Award is presented
annually by the Office of Alumni Activities and the education department. Rogers, a native of Maryland,
wanted to teach underprivileged children after she graduated from Wake Forest, so she ended up at P. The
school had been under state review for failing to meet basic standards for 12 years, longer than any other
elementary school in the state, but she and other teachers succeeded in raising test scores and getting the state
review lifted. Christman, 72, counseled gen- erations of students, faculty, staff and alumni and became
synonymous with University events such as Thursday morn- ing worship in Davis Chapel, the Christmas Love
Feast in Wait Chapel and the annual pre-school retreat at Camp Hanes. He also began working part time as
director of the Baptist Student Union. Glenn Blackburn and as assistant chaplain under L. He continued to
work with the BSU but also became known for reaching out to students of other faiths. In , he secured office
space in the library for part-time chap- lains from the Methodist, Presbyterian and Episcopalian churches. He
became chaplain in It is a divine gift, as is the whole university. Babcock School Dean R. Charles Moyer will
step down next August after five years as dean to return to full-time teaching and writing at the school. Moyer
said business schools need to be re-energized with new leadership every five to eight years. News and World
Report. The Angell Center for Entrepreneurship was ranked 22nd by Success magazine. The school has started
three new international study programs and developed partnerships with schools in Vienna, Austria; Moscow,
Russia; Lyon, France; and Stuttgart and Koblenz, Germany. He has co- authored three books and written
articles for numerous professional journals. It is also the first time a team other than Maryland or North
Carolina has won the champi- onship. The Demon Deacons finished the regular season as the only undefeated
squad in the country with a record of Gehring, a native of Amsterdam, posted his first Wake Forest hat trick,
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scoring in the 22nd, 49th and 70th minutes of the game. McEachern, the goalkeeper from Arcadia, Calif.
Wake Forest went unde- feated on the regular season and earned the number one seed in the ACC
Tournament. For almost a quarter of a century, no Wake Forest undergraduate has received a diploma without
her certifi- cation of degree requirements completion. Now, Arrington is return- ing to old Wake Forest. She
has resigned effective this month, as senior associate registrar and registrar of the divinity school, to get
married. Arrington and her new husband, who works in the area, will live with her mother, at least
temporarily, in her childhood home. Arrington grew up as the only child of parents who were themselves only
children. Her father taught applied math at old Wake Forest, but when the campus relocated to WinstonSalem in , he decided to remain in Wake Forest and went into the contracting busi- ness. She started out
evaluating the credits of trans- fer students, then was put in charge of graduation and degree-requirement
certifica- tion. She attributes that and many other innovations in the office over the years to her longtime boss
and mentor, Margaret Perry, who served 50 years in the office, the last 25 as regis- trar. She was a wonderful
role model. The window was small: After four years, she quit the firm and followed her heart back to English.
She is a poet as well as scholar. Shockley was one of two young African-American scholars to join the English
faculty last year Michael Hill, who holds a Ph. If one were to think of a pair of literary periods with essentially
similar themes and styles, the British Victorian and 20th century African-American would not spring instantly
to the minds of most readers. One might be even less likely to surmise that the two would comprise the
specialty of one scholar. But in their use of Gothic horror conventions as metaphors for violation, evil and
innocence lost, British Victorian and African- American novels have a lot in common. And in Evie Shockley,
Wake Forest has a recent faculty addition who draws the connections. Shockley, in her second year at the
University as an assistant professor of English, adores the novels of both traditions. Writers from these
traditions were haunted by such instability. Despite being drawn to lit- erature and writing from the time she
was very young, Shockley chose to study law after college. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Shockley
went to work for the environmental law department of a large firm in Chicago. A native of Benin, he is a
specialist in international development and based his book on fieldwork rather than just theory. Each summer
for the past five years, he has taken a group of 10 to 12 Wake Forest students to Africa, where they hear from
local experts on economic development issues and go on field trips to observe condi- tions for themselves. The
field trips have had a humanitarian outcome as well. He and his wife, Tandeka, who is trained as a physician,
have three children. Optimist ic conclus ions Economics professor Sylvain Boko sees hope for Africa. From a
distance, Africa looms dark and chaotic, rife with poverty, disease and brutality. It can be easy to despair of a
brighter future for the conti- nent. They see, in a word, hope. Boko looks at trends in four African
countriesâ€”Benin, Mali, Burkina Faso and Ghanaâ€”and comes to some optimistic con- clusions. By
allowing local communities to elect their own leaders and seek their own funding, he observes, the cen- tral
governments of those countries are fostering condi- tions for economic develop- ment. The trend, he notes,
continues a movement toward democratization in the nations that began in the early s. Boko sees positive
signs in other, more troubled countries as well. In Angola, the death of their leader has encouraged rebels to
lay down their arms. In the Congo, four neighbor- ing countries that had been fighting for hegemony have
agreed to withdraw their troops. Zimbabwe continues to spiral downward into poverty and chaos under the
brutal regime of Robert Mugabe. But to Boko, these are exceptions rather than the rule. C a m p u s C h r o n i
c l e D e c e m b e r 2 0 0 2 9 course of study that combines the bachelor of science in information systems
with a master of science in account- ancy. The information systems faculty has grown to three: McCray;
Denise McManus, who specializes in telecommu- nications and networking; and Bruce Lewis, who
concentrates on e-commerce and database systems. As a teenager in Deland, Fla. All the hours he spent
making constant course corrections on his board prepared him well, it seems, for the many turns his career in
business and educa- tion would take. A physics major at Wake Forest, McCray shifted direc- tions in his first
job to indus- trial engineering, then zig- zagged to an MBA degree and a doctorate in information sys- tems,
before doing a nifty maneuver to a faculty appoint- ment at his alma mater. McCray will focus primari- ly on
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corporate relations, cur- riculum development, degree program oversight and the application of technology at
the school.
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Chapter 8 : Full text of "Report of the Clerk of the House from .."
Johnson, Linck C., Thoreau's complex weave: the writing of A week on the Concord and Merrimack rivers, with the text
of the first draft / Linck C. Johnson. Charlottesville: Published for the Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia,
by the University Press of Virginia,
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Chapter 9 : Full text of "Commencement"
A university emerged. Above: The North Carolina State Senate was the scene of much debate over the East Caro- lina
University Bill. Left: Senators Tom White and Robert Morgan discuss the Uni- versity Bill with Lt. Governor Scott.

Friends of Augusta 47 Every effort has been made to present a clear and accurate report of those who have
given of themselves for the betterment of the College. Occasionally, however, mistakes and omissions occur.
If you have questions regarding this report, please contact us so that we may correct our records. You may
direct your questions or concerns to Karen L. Alumni Notes 25 This report reflects gifts made July 1, through
June 30, Not merely because of its magnitude. But by its selfless and enlightened purpose as well. No, not by
a long shot. Ten Principles The McDonnell gift of course had a context. On July 1 three years ago, we laid out
a game plan for the years immediately ahead. Underlying those efforts would be certain basic principles we
would follow. But if we treat them for what they might be and might become, they will become those better
selves. Rather than cover that ground again here, let me give you a bit more detail on the financial picture. The
Past Three Years The first order of business three years ago was to reverse decades of stagnant and declining
enrollment. Under the leadership of Executive Vice President Kevin Wilson, the entering class exceeded
full-time students â€” a The other major revenue source has been gifts. In October a miracle happened: The
Challenge was met on June 26, , a full year ahead of schedule! This outpouring of gifts came from caring
people all over the world, including a special new friend, Doris Buffett, who was drawn especially to our
Highlands Scholars. Short-term Accounts Payable are now current at 30 days. It is my own belief that all this
has been possible ultimately by the Grace of God, and the boundless dedication of our trustees, faculty and
staff. As a result, we have transitioned from surviving major shortfalls of the past to sustaining the present
operation of the College. Looking forward, we now need to secure the future. He provideth kindnesses for
many generations, and faces that he hath not seen shall bless him. You know, it takes a rather special kind of
person to make a generous gift or bequest. What do they get for their money? What good can it possibly do
them? Such financial backing is furnished by persons with faith and vision â€” persons unselfish enough to
plant trees whose shade they themselves will never enjoy. Anonymous New Dawn Challenger Mr. John Crile
Allen Ms. McDonnell Family Foundation Inc. Sudbrink Mountain Valley Bank N. Nancy Evans-Bennett
David A. Wilson Some of the new Highlands Scholars. Andrews Appalachian Power Company Mrs. Bardwell
Miss Dorothy E. George Fantry The Rev. Doris Dye Kelly Mr. Jerry Metheny Eileen Miller Mr. Obermann
The Ogden Newspapers Inc. Sara Patton The Hon. This report reflects gifts made July 1, through June 30,
Martha Ann Phipps Mr. Symons Synod of the Trinity Mr. White Class of Mr. Young Margrey Class of Mrs.
Bartgis Class of Robert P. Aileen Marteney Phares Class of Dr. Carolyn Collett Respess Class of Mrs.
Virginia Earle Isner Mrs. Dye Kelly Class of Mrs. June Hines Snodgrass Class of Mr. Elizabeth Guye Kittle
Ms. Elizabeth Harper Rupp Class of Mrs. Leah Easton Brown Mrs. Martha Ann Clark Donley Mr. Lena
Bradley Itnyre Mrs. Daetwyler Stalnaker Class of Mrs. Eileen Knapp Basil Mr. Rebecca Hellems DiGiovanni
Mrs. Mabel Vanscoy Phares Mr. Winterhoff Class of Mr. Barbara Phillips Grindle Mr. Betty Little Intemann
Mrs. Joan Vanscoy Kittle Dr. Winkler Class of The Rev. Doris White Hall Dr. Cecilia Martin Meierdiercks
Mr. Betty Cunningham Newman Dr. Catherine Adams Starcher Mr. Sue Talbott Wilmoth Mrs. Helenjane
"Rusty" Weiner Cougan Mrs. Irma Crosier Curran Ms. Jeanne Greves Fee Ms. Helen Cutright Robinson Mr.
Dorothy Steele Stacy Dr. Peggy Talbot Wagner Mr. Whiting Class of Mrs. Charlotte McCammon Adams Mrs.
Virginia Masters Ayars Mrs. Nancy Hugart Greer Mrs. Mildred Stalnaker Harmon Mrs. Dorothy Gerhardt
Jones The Rev. Alice Murachanian Norford Mr. Edith Buck Renner Mr. Patricia Little Tabler Mrs. Rita Kyle
Thomas Mr. Louise Thomas Whitman Mr. Mills Withrow Class of Mrs. Joan Overstreet Milanovich Mr.
Photo by John Young. Ramona Peterson Leslie Mrs. Anna Jean Daetwyler Lunde Dr. Jackson Blair Winter
Class of Mr. Eugene Karl Gilsleider Mrs. Phoebe Hickman Johnkoski Mrs. Grace Lee Jordan The Rev. Betsey
Towler Robson Mr. George Triplett Class of Mrs.
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